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Chapter

Parameters Affecting
Pre-Treatment Dosimetry
Verification
E. Ishmael Parsai and Elahheh Salari

Abstract

To assure the accuracy and safety of radiation delivery, it is highly recommended
to perform pretreatment verification for complex treatment methods such as
intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) or volumetric-modulated arc therapy
(VMAT) to detect any potential errors in the treatment planning process and machine
deliverability. It is expected that a qualified medical physicist is aware of the underly-
ing scientific principles of imaging and therapeutic processes to perform or supervise
technical aspects of pretreatment procedures to ensure safe and effective delivery of
the treatment. For this purpose, several guidelines have been published to help direct
medical physicists to evaluate the accuracy of treatment planning system (TPS) in the
calculation of radiation dose, and dosimetry equipment to avoid possible errors. This
will require a clear understanding of abilities as well as the limitations of each TPS, the
dosimetry equipment at hand, and the gamma index to perform a comprehensive pre-
treatment verification.

Keywords: pre-treatment verification, gamma index, treatment planning algorithms,
beam modeling, detector resolution, planned dose grid, modulation index

1. Introduction

As a treatment modality driven by technology, radiation therapy (RT) has made
significant advances in recent years. These advances have mostly been in areas of
treatment delivery, imaging, and image fusion which has required sophisticated algo-
rithms for calculation of dose in patients and complex machines to deliver the dose.
There is always some level of discrepancies between the calculated dose and delivered
dose which can arise from different sources such as: the dose calculation algorithm,
beam modeling in TPS, physics data entry, beam delivery, detector resolution, and
planned grid size. The purpose of this chapter is to present a review of algorithms for
photon dose calculation, beam modeling in different TPSs, detector resolution and
planned grid size (GS) and analyze the effect of each of them on gamma passing rate
(GPR) in pre-treatment quality assurance (QA).
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2. Treatment planning system (TPS) algorithms

For understanding TPS algorithms, it is required to know [1]:

1.The production of Megavoltage X-rays

2.The interaction and scattering of photons by the Compton effect

3.The effects of transport of charged particles near boundaries and tissue
heterogeneities

By far, medical linear accelerators (linac) are the main devices used in the treat-
ment of cancer patients producing X-rays and electrons in the clinical energy range. In
the head of a linac, high energy electrons are accelerated to the near speed of light and
are directed to strike a high Z target typically made of Tungsten which has also a high
melting point to produce photon. The bremsstrahlung photons produced by a linac
have an energy distribution from 0 to maximum energy of the electrons in the beam
impinging upon the target. These photons pass through the primary collimator and
other parts of the linac head such as jaws, Multi Leaf Collimator (MLC) system, etc.
before reaching the patient. All these photons (primary and scattered) will contribute
to photon fluence. For example, for a typical Varian linac with a flattening filter,
80–90% of primary photons are directly from the target, 3–5% from the primary
collimator, 8–12% originated from the flattening filter [1, 2]. However, in modern
linacs which are equipped with flattening filter free (FFF) technology, scatter photon
produced in the treatment head has significantly decreased [3, 4]. Therefore, the
contribution of primary and scatter photon in photon fluence for FFF is different from
the flattened beam [5]. For example for a 40 � 40 cm2 field size and a 6 MV FFF
beam, the calculated contribution was 84.6% for the primary source, 11.3% for the
first scattered source, and 4.1% for the second scattered source [5].

In general, ionizing radiation such as photon, electron, and heavy charged particles
interact with matter which depends on the energy of ionizing radiation, type of
ionizing radiation, the atomic number, and density of the medium through which they
travel. Photons are indirect ionizing radiation and energy deposition of the photon to
the material is dominated by three interactions: Photoelectric, Compton scatter, and
pair production. In the energy range from 100 Kev to 10 MeV, which is a mostly
therapeutic range, the Compton process is dominant for energy absorption in soft
tissues. The energy deposition of photons involves two stages: First, partial transfer of
their kinetic energy to charged particles (electron, positron) when they interact with
material, and second, energy deposition from these charged particles to material
through excitation or ionization. The range of charged particles in the therapeutic
energy range can be several centimeters so they can travel and pass-through various
layers with different densities and atomic numbers in a human body. When charged
particle equilibrium (CPE) is achieved, then there is a linear relationship between
TERMA1 (Total energy released per unit mass) and dose, and the two steps can be
included in a single calculation. However, this condition does not occur near the edge
of the field or in inhomogeneity regions like at tissue interfaces, therefore, this
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simplification cannot be valid, and the two steps of energy deposition of the photon to
medium must be more clearly distinguished [6].

The human body consists of a variety of tissues and cavities that are radiologically
different from water, such as lungs, oral cavities, teeth, nasal passages, sinuses, and
bones. A treatment planning system uses the electron density derived from CT images
of patients to calculate dose in the patient body. Therefore, the dose distribution
inside the patient body is affected by these heterogeneities. In this area, the ability of
treatment planning systems to calculate dose at the interferences such as lung vs.
tissue, bone vs. air cavity, etc. is crucial. Also, using CT images with 3D TPS allows us
to design a plan with complex beam arrangements which require more advanced dose
computation algorithms. In this section, we will present a summary review of the past
and current dose calculation algorithms used in the TPS for radiotherapy.

According to the American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM) Task
Group 65 (TG-65, Report No.85) [6], there are four types of inhomogeneity correction
algorithms:

Category.1: Linear attenuation, Ratio of tissue air ratio (RTAR), Power law (Batho).
Category.2: Equivalent TAR, Differential scatter air ratio (dSAR), Delta volume,

Differential TAR, and 3D Beam subtraction method.
Category.3: Convolution (pencil beam) and Fast Fourier transformation (FFT)

techniques.
Category.4: Superposition/Convolution, Monte Carlo.

2.1 Category.1

2.1.1 Linear attenuation

This is the simplest technique for computation of inhomogeneity correction factor
(ICF), which does not include any information regarding electron density and the
geometric treatment beam parameters such as field size [6].

ICF ¼ %per cmð Þ � inhomogeneity thickness cmð Þ (1)

2.1.2 Ratio of tissue air ratio (RTAR)

Only heterogeneity correction applied on the beam path from source to the calcu-
lation point.

ICF d, rð Þ ¼
TAR d0, r

� �

TAR d, rð Þ
(2)

where d and d’ are physical depth and water equivalent depth to the calculation
point and r is the field size at depth d. The main weakness of this method is
overcorrection when the density of the medium is less than the density of the water
and under correction when the density is greater than the density of water due to
compromised modeling of lateral component of the scattered photon [7].

2.1.3 Power law (Batho)

This is an empirical correction factor method for points lying within water and
distal to an inhomogeneity by raising tissue-air ratios to a power that depends on
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density. This was first proposed by Batho in 1964 [8] and then modified by Sontag and
Cunningham in 1977 [9].

ICF ¼
TAR d1, rð Þρ1�ρ2

TAR d2, rð Þ1�ρ2
(3)

where d1 is depth to first slab boundary and d2 is depth to second slab boundary
from the point of calculation at depth d. r is field size at depth d and ρ1 and ρ2 are
densities of the medium in which the calculation point is located and relative electron
density of the overlying material respectively.

The power law method underestimates the dose when density is less than one and
overestimates when density is greater than one [6]. Several studies showed improve-
ment if Tissue Maximum Ratio (TMR) is used instead of TAR [10, 11].

2.2 Category.2

2.2.1 Equivalent TAR (ETAR)

It can be considered as the first practical dose calculation method using the full CT
data set for computerized treatment planning and was used in early treatment plan-
ning systems [6].

ICF d, rð Þ ¼
TAR d0,~r

� �

TAR d, rð Þ
(4)

where d0 and ~r represent the “scaled” or “effective” values of depth at interesting
point (d) and field radius (r) respectively for the energy of the radiation being used.
This method required excessive computer memory and calculation times; therefore,
some adjustments such as the coalescing of adjacent CT slices were applied to reduce
3D calculations to appropriate 2D calculations to make it more practical for use in
clinics in the 1980s.

2.2.2 Differential scatter air ratio (dSAR)

This was a 3D dose calculation in a heterogeneous media that used scatter-air ratios
(SAR) to calculate the dose to a point in an inhomogeneous medium. For this purpose,
a SAR table was used to determine the scatter contribution that arises from voxels
within the irradiation volume [12].

2.2.3 Delta volume (DVOL)

The primary dose, an analytical first-scatter dose component, and an approximate
residual multiple-scatter component were summed to calculate dose at a point in a
heterogeneous medium. This method has been examined and justified for Co-60 and
succeeds incorrectly calculating the dose to (a) water with a small void and, (b)
homogeneous non-water medium.

dSAR and DVOL have never been implemented in clinics due to the long CPU time
required to run them with no significant improvement in dose calculation accuracy
compared to previously used algorithms [7].
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2.2.4 Differential TAR

Kappas and Rosenwald [13] showed that applying K(θ,μ) on dSAR method results
in more accurate results.

K θ, μð Þ ¼ e μ0cosθ�μ1 θð Þð Þ b�bð Þ (5)

where μ0 and μ1 are the linear attenuation coefficients in the water of the
primary and of the first-order scattered photons arriving at a point after a deflection.

b is the path length en route to point (in the waterlike medium) and b is the
corresponding effective path length (in the heterogeneous medium). For very
large fields and depths and when the thickness of the overlying tissue is greater than
5 cm, the difference between measurement and calculation is more than 2% and less
than 6% [6].

In general, categories 1 and 2 are not applicable when photon energy is greater than
6MV where scatter contribution is less important, and the effects of secondary elec-
trons (delta rays) set in motion can result in very high local dose changes [6].

2.3 Category.3

2.3.1 Convolution techniques

This technique is a model-based algorithm which unlike correction-based
algorithms uses heterogeneity effects directly to compute the dose in tissue. Kernels
are used for modeling the dose distribution in media. The kernels represent the energy
spread and dose deposition of secondary particles from an interaction at a given point
or line which is not usually accessible through measurements but is very simple to
calculate by use of Monte Carlo particle transport codes [12]. Absorbed dose is calcu-
lated based on the following equation

Absorbed Dose ¼ energy fluence distribution⊗K (6)

This means that the energy fluence distribution is convolved2 with the scatter
spread kernel (K) to obtain the dose.

Energy deposition Kernel (EDK) is the energy distribution revealed to volume ele-
ments (per unit volume) in an irradiated medium, commonly water. There are three
different categories for EDKs based on the geometry of the elemental beam that
delivers the incident energy: A point kernel, pencil kernel, and planar kernel [7].

Point Kernel: This kernel describes the pattern of energy deposition in an infinite
media around a primary photon interaction site.

Pencil Kernel: This kernel describes the energy deposition in a semi-infinite
medium from a point monodirectional beam.

Planar Kernel: A planar kernel describes the energy spread from primary interac-
tions located in a plane of an infinite broad beam.

In 1986, Mohan et al. [14] introduced a differential Pencil beam algorithm which
is a good example of this category. This is the simplest and fastest algorithm for dose
calculation because it only considers inhomogeneity corrections in longitudinal
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direction in the central beam axis and ignores lateral scatter. Therefore, it does not
accurately model the distribution of secondary electrons in heterogeneous media. This
limitation causes inaccurate dose calculation in heterogeneous treatment sites such as
the lung, bone, or interfaces [15, 16].

2.3.2 Fast Fourier transform (FFT) convolution

This technique reduces computation time greatly because of the invariant kernel
assumption for the convolution calculation. Because of this assumption, different
kernels at different regions based on the density cannot be used in FFT. Several studies
were conducted to circumvent invariant kernel assumptions [17–19]. In 1996, Wong
et al. [20] proposed a solution to address problems related to lateral disequilibrium and
penumbra in low-density regions because a water kernel was used for entire regions
even in low-density regions. The lateral disequilibrium problem was solved by lateral
scaling of the field size at each depth according to local effective densities to adjust the
dose along the central axis in heterogeneities. This technique is based on the ETAR
method, by convolving the density at the intersection site with the primary kernel for
water. The resultant dose distribution is then inverse scaled according to the effective
density to correct the penumbra problemwhich accounts for the electron transport near
the field edge inside a low-density medium with or without lateral disequilibrium.

2.4 Category.4

2.4.1 Convolution-superposition algorithms

The convolution-superposition algorithm is also a model-based algorithm and has
two essential parts: 1) TERMA and 2) dose spread kernel. TERMAwas first introduced
by Ahnesjo et al. in 1987 [21] which is analogous to the Kerma, (the kinetic energy
released in medium) and has the same unit as dose. The formula for the TERMA
element (T) of the convolution method is given by the following equation

T r0ð Þ ¼
μ

ρ
r
!0
,E

� �

:Ψ r
!0

� �

(7)

where μ/ρ is the mass attenuation coefficient and Ψ is the primary energy fluence.
Then the convolution-superposition is the integration of the TERMA distribution times
EDK over the entire volume. EDK is spatially variant and is deformed based on the local
density environment to consider interface effects in regions of different densities. Also,
to get a more accurate model of the scattering conditions, the kernels must be adjusted
according to their direction and orientation at the site of interaction [22].

This method is widely used in TPS because computers are fast enough to do 3D dose
calculations by using electron density data derived from CT images in a reasonable
amount of time. According to AAPM report 85 (TG-65), the dose calculation accuracy
of TPS algorithms should be within 2%. This goal serves as a useful benchmark to
evaluate the capabilities of treatment planning algorithms to calculate the dose.

2.4.2 Anisotropic analytical algorithm

Anisotropic Analytical Algorithm (AAA) (Varian Medical System, Inc) is a kernel-
based convolution-superposition method. This algorithm was first designed by Ulmer
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and Kaissl (2005) [23] in cylindrical coordinate and then improved by Tillikainen in
2008 [24]. The AAA dose calculation model has two main components, the configura-
tion algorithm, and the actual dose calculation algorithm. Its configuration is based on
the Monte Carlo simulations to determine basic physical parameters and match them
with measured clinical beam data. The dose calculation algorithm utilizes separate
models for primary photons, scattered extra-focal photons, and contamination elec-
trons. The lateral distribution is adjusted according to the radiological distance to the
calculation point for tissue heterogeneities corrections [16, 25]. For the most part, AAA
is a pencil beam convolution-superposition algorithm where the pencil beam is com-
piled from Monte Carlo calculations and adjusted to fit measurements. In this case, two
components need to be considered that contribute to final distributions; 1) longitudinal
contribution of the pencil beam which is scaled according to Equivalent Length Path
(EPL), and 2) contribution from the lateral extension of the pencil beam which is scaled
with the density relative to water in directions normal to the pencil beam [26]. In this
way, the changes in lateral transport of energy are modeled when the density varies in
the irradiated object. Therefore, unlike the pencil beam algorithms, it can consider
inhomogeneity correction on both longitudinal and lateral directions. However, many
studies indicate the inability of AAA to accurately calculate doses at interfaces and for
high atomic number materials such as bone and have shown that the deviation between
AAA and measurements exceeds the goal of TG-65 [27–30].

The advantage of the AAA is its relatively short calculation time and its accuracy is
better than the pencil beam convolution (PBC) model [30–32].

2.4.3 Collapsed cone convolution

In 1989 Ahnesjo [33] proposed collapsed cone convolution (CCC) method. The
CCC algorithm uses the analytical kernel in polar coordinates represented by a set of
cones. In this way, it is assumed that all energy is released into coaxial cones of equal
solid angle and, from volume elements on the cone axis is approximated to be recti-
linearly transported, attenuated, and deposited in volume elements on that axis [7].
The polyenergetic kernels can be described by

h r, θð Þ ¼
Aθe

�αθr þ Bθe
�bθr

r2
(8)

where Aθ, αθ, Bθ, and bθ are fitting parameters depending on the scattering angle θ
and r is radial distance. The first term mainly describes the primary dose and the
second term is the scatter dose fraction.

The advantage of the CCC algorithm over standard convolution algorithms is that it
can reduce the computation resources. The computation time for the CCC method in
heterogenous media is proportional to MN3 where M is the number of cones and N is
the number of voxels along one side of the calculation volume [16]. Different TPSs use
the CCC algorithm such as Pinnacle (Philips Inc., Amsterdam, Netherlands), Oncentra
MasterPlan (Nucletron, Inc., Columbia, MD, USA), CMS XiO (Elekta AB, Stockholm,
Sweden), RayStation (RaySearch Laboratories AB, Stockholm, Sweden), etc.

2.4.4 Monte Carlo

Monte Carlo (MC) is a principle-based algorithm that almost includes all known
physical features for photon interactions inside the patient body. Many MC codes
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have been developed such as BEAMnrc, GEANT4, MNCP, PENELOPE, and XVMC.
All of them have two main steps, first, modeling the linac head with all precise details
of the target, component dimensions, geometry, locations, and material composition.
The second step uses CT data to get morphological and chemical information in terms
of mass density, electron density, and atomic composition, which are all required for
accurate dose calculation in the tissue.

The MC has the capability of simulating all interactions, therefore it is expected to
be accurate. However, its accuracy depends on correct and detailed geometry
information of the linac head and the number of particle histories. This statistical
uncertainty is proportional to the inverse square root of the generated event
numbers [34, 35]. MC dose calculation is slow and time-consuming, so they are not
yet applicable in clinics because the dose may recompute repeatedly during planning
to get an optimized plan. A few vendors offer Monte Carlo methods in TPS as
calculation options for the final dose calculation once the dose optimization is
completed.

2.4.5 Acuros XB

Monte-Carlo (MC) dose calculation algorithm is widely considered as the golden
dose calculation technique in radiation therapy; however, the calculation time of this
method is still long especially where a greater number of particle histories should be
used to reduce statistical noise and/or a high spatial resolution is required. An alter-
native method to MC is the linear Boltzmann transport equation (LBTE) method
which solves LBTE refers to grid-based Boltzmann solver (GBBS). GBBS solves the
LBTE through discretizing photon and electron fluences in space, energy, and angle to
allow a deterministic solution of the transport of radiation through matter. Its calcu-
lation accuracy is comparable to MC, and both are convergent methods because the
MC algorithm simulates an infinite number of particles, GBBS discretizes the LBTE
variables into infinitely small grids, then the two methods should converge to the real
solution. However, MC and GBBS have different sources of error, there is statistical
noise due to simulating a finite number of particles in Monte Carlo, while most errors
in GBBS methods are systematic and their main source is discretization of the solution
variables in space, angle, and energy [36, 37]. An algorithm using this technique is
based on Attila (Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM, and Transpire
Inc., Gig Harbor, WA). Attila employs linear discontinuous finite-element spatial
differencing on a computational mesh consisting of arbitrary tetrahedral elements.
The primary photon fluence is analytically transported through ray tracing, and the
discrete ordinates method is used for angular differencing of the scattered fluence.
Based on Attila, a dose calculation algorithm for external photon beams has been
developed on the same methods and implemented in the Varian Eclipse external beam
treatment planning system (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA, USA) [38]. This
new deterministic radiation transport algorithm is Acuros XB (AXB), and it has been
well shown by several studies that the accuracy of dose calculation of AXB is more
accurate than AAA and is very similar to MC dose calculations [36–38].

3. Beam Modeling of commercial treatment planning systems

In radiotherapy, the ability of TPS to do accurate dose calculation is important.
This capability depends on the algorithm of TPS as discussed before and beam
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modeling. For beam modeling, several dosimetric parameters (e.g., PDDs, profiles,
output factors) and non-dosimetric parameters such as MLC design, flattening filter,
wedges etc. must be defined precisely. Then the dose calculation algorithm applies the
beam model to the patient body or phantom to calculate the dose. The challenge of the
beam model is becoming more and more crucial due to advanced treatment tech-
niques such as IMRT and VMAT. In these treatment techniques, each beam consists of
multiple segments or control points that are shaped with MLC. Using multiple control
points provides this opportunity to deliver conformal dose to the target, however,
delivering dose through small segments arises a challenge to accurately calculate the
dose due to the complexity of MLC modeling in TPS. Many studies indicate the
importance of accurate MLC modeling in TPS for IMRT. In 1998, LoSasso et al. [39]
showed an MLC error gap of 1 mm may result 10% error in dose calculation in the
sliding window IMRT technique. Cadman et al. [40] reported 12% discrepancy
between calculation and measurement due to MLC leaf gap error in step-and-shoot
IMRT. Because different commercial TPS have their own features for beam modeling,
many guidelines have been published regarding TPS commissioning for IMRT
[41, 42]. For example, TG-119 [43] based on the IMRT QA results of five institutions
for a set of test cases provides a reference baseline for the accuracy of IMRT
commissioning.

In Eclipse, leaf transmission factors and dosimetric leaf gaps (DLGs) are required
to model the MLC. The DLG is a beam configuration parameter used to model the
effects of rounded MLC leaf ends. Many research papers indicate the effects of DLG
on the accuracy of dose calculation in Eclipse TPS [44–47].

In RayStation, modeling of MLC is different from other commercial TPS. The MLC
model requires four parameters: leaf-tip offset, leaf-tip width, average transmission
factor, and tongue and groove. The leaf-tip width is used for the MLC leaf-end
transmission modeling instead of using dosimetric leaf gap (DLG) or rounded leaf-tip
radius, and the MLC leaf radiation transmission is modeled using average transmis-
sion factor instead of intra-leaf and inter-leaf transmission [48, 49]. According to
Chen et al. tongue-and-groove has a minimal effect on IMRT dose calculation, but
transmission plays a significant role in this commercial TPS [49].

4. Measurement methods for pre-treatment verification

The process of patient-specific QA usually involves applying an optimized plan
using the same beam parameters as those of the patient plan and delivered in the
phantom. This process can be done in a number of different ways but according to
TG-218 [50], there are three common methods for performing pre-treatment QA. 1)
True Composite (TC), 2) Perpendicular field-by-field (PFF), and 3) Perpendicular
composite (PC).

4.1 True composite

In this method, phantom or measurement device is placed on the treatment couch
and treatment plan is delivered using actual parameters such as MUs, couch, gantry,
collimator angles, MLCs, and jaws positions. The phantom or measurement device has
been used to integrate dose from all beams of a plan which result in a single dose
image for comparison, therefore, this method is a comparison of planned dose vs.
measured dose.
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4.2 Perpendicular field-by-field

The gantry is fixed at zero degree and the collimator is fixed at the nominal angle
in the PFF technique. Therefore, beams are always perpendicular to the phantom
surface and are comparing the dose of each beam with each measured beam dose.

4.3 Perpendicular composite

This method is similar to the PFF method, but this is not a comparison of field-by-
field. This is the integration dose of all perpendicular field which result in one dose
image for analysis.

5. Gamma index

For the purpose of dose comparisons between calculated and measured dose
gamma index have been used. Low et al. [51] developed a gamma index (γ) for the
quantitative evaluation of dose distributions. This index checks dose difference and
distance-to-agreement (DTA) simultaneously in a space that also includes dose, and
provides quantitative value which indicates disagreement in the regions that fail the
acceptance criteria. A γ comparison is performed between two dose maps: one distri-
bution is the ‘reference dose distribution’ and the other is the ‘evaluated dose distri-
bution’. The reference dose distribution is referred to as true distribution so it is
usually measured data using devices such as ion chamber, film, diode array detector
etc., and the evaluated dose distribution is analyzed for its agreement with the refer-
ence and can be the predicted TPS dose distribution. To avoid any confusion, low
replaced reference and evaluated terms by measured and calculated respectively. The
gamma index calculation is based on Eq. (9):

Γ rR, rEð Þ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Δr2 rR, rEð Þ

δr2
þ
ΔD2 rR, rEð Þ

δD2

s

(9)

where rR and rE are reference points and evaluated point respectively, δr is distance
difference criterion and δD is the dose difference criterion. ΔD is dose difference
which is calculated using Eq. (10):

ΔD rR, rEð Þ ¼ DE rEð Þ �DR rRð Þ (10)

DE and DR are the doses at a point in evaluated dose distribution and reference
dose distribution respectively.

The γ is the minimum value calculated overall evaluated points:

γ rRð Þ ¼ min Γ rR, rEð Þf g∀ rEf g (11)

Regions where γ is less than or equal to 1 corresponds to locations where the
calculation meets the acceptance criteria. According to TG-218, criteria for tolerance
limit is 2 mm/3% with 95% passing rate [50].

There are two types of gamma calculation which depends on how the percent dose
difference (%Diff) is normalized: 1) local normalization method which %Diff is
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normalized to the doses at each evaluated point, 2) global normalization method
which %Diff is normalized usually to the maximum dose within the reference dose
distribution. Each method has its own advantages and disadvantages. For example,
local gamma will exaggerate %Diff and highlighted failures in low dose regions
because in low dose regions the percent dose difference between calculated and
measured may exhibit a very large value which results in more failings points. How-
ever, in the global method, the dose discrepancies in the low-dose regions could be
underestimated which results in a higher passing rate than the local method [52, 53].

5.1 Effect of planned grid size on gamma passing rate

Low et al. [51] presented a powerful tool for dose distribution comparisons in a
continuous environment; however, clinical comparisons are usually made between
two dose distributions which are sampled at different spatial resolutions. The impor-
tance of spatial resolution was first analyzed by Depuydt et al in 2001 [54]. They
indicated that the pixel size of the compared image needs to be small with respect to
acceptance criteria and showed that large grid spacing in the discrete dose distribu-
tion, especially in high dose gradient regions causes overestimation of gamma values.
Several investigators introduced different solutions to resolve this issue [54–56]. For
example, Low and Dempsey [57] showed that by decreasing grid size to 1 � 1 mm2,
the error in γ reduced to less than 0.2 even in high dose gradient areas. Furthermore,
Schreiner et al. [58] reported changing the resolution of the evaluated distribution
(from 2.5 mm to 0.24 mm) increase the pass rate from 80.9% to 91.3%. These results
are attributed to the behavior of gamma search. When the pixel size of the evaluated
distribution is large compared to the reference distribution, many reference pixels
would be far away from the nearest evaluated pixel which results in more failing
points. Thus, the γ value for many reference pixels reflects significant spatial
misalignment purely as an artifact of the coarse evaluated resolution. When the
resolution of the evaluated distribution is increased to match that of the reference
distribution, this spatial artifact is eliminated because each reference point has a
directly corresponding pixel in the evaluated distribution. Increasing the evaluated
resolution also provides each reference point with a greater range of dose values for
comparison. Based on TG-218 [50], there is a rule of thumb that the resolution of the
evaluated (calculated) should be no greater than 1/3 of the DTA and the straightfor-
ward solution for reducing artifact in gamma calculation is interpolation when
planned grid size is greater than 1 mm (for DTA =3 mm).

6. Dosimetry equipment for pre-treatment verification

Modern radiotherapy techniques like IMRT and VMAT are highly complex
modalities due to MLCs motions, gantry rotation, dose rate variation during beam
delivery. The advantages of using these techniques are delivery of conformal radiation
dose to the target while sparing the surrounding normal tissues and organs-at-risk
(OAR) are significantly higher compared to conventional 3D techniques. However,
due to the high degree of complexity of these techniques, it is strongly recommended
to do pre-treatment verification before dose delivery. For this reason, different types
of 2D or 3D detectors such as diode arrays, ionization chambers, film (e.g.,
Gafchromic film EBT3), electronic portal imaging device (EPID), etc. have been used
to ensure that the prescribed treatment dose is delivered within the clinically
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acceptable error tolerances. Regardless of the type of detector, all of this equipment
has spatial limitations because of the discrete placement and physical separation of
each detector which may affect GPR results [59, 60].

6.1 Effect of detector resolution on gamma passing rate

As it was mentioned before, phantoms or dosimeter devices used for performing
patient-specific QA present spatial resolution limitations which may affect GPR
results. Several research has been conducted to show the discrepancy of GPR within
different phantoms with different spatial resolutions. Bruschi et al. [59] studied the
effect of detector resolution on GPR. Three detectors (PTWOCTAVIUS 4D 729, 1500,
and 100 SRS) used in five configurations with different resolutions were utilized in
their study. This study indicates the detector resolution can significantly affect the
SBRT pre-treatment verification results and a detector with high spatial resolution
would be able to detect any kind of error such as those caused by MLC position,
collimator, and gantry rotations, etc. In 2017 Woon et al. [61] worked on a similar
subject and used three detectors with different resolutions (MapCHECK2,
ArcCHECK, and EPID). They demonstrated that MLC errors of greater than 0.5 mm
were not distinguishable in measured doses by the MapCheck2/ArcCHECK due to the
inferior resolution caused by the large diode spacing relative to the resolution of the
EPID. Bailey et al. [53] reported that detector arrays with low-spatial resolution may
potentially affect the gamma index analysis by under sampling data. On the other
hand, Steers et al. [62] indicated that different detectors show different error sensi-
tivity which depends on the induced type of error and the GPR does not highly
depend on detector spatial sampling. Moreover, they showed that increasing spatial
sampling not only increase the GPR but also reduces error sensitivity in many cases.
This is observed if the increase in the number of sampling results in a higher number
of low dose points in the comparison than high dose points, an effect which is
increasingly important for globally normalized gamma comparisons [62]. Salari et al.
[63] also compared standard density vs. high density measurements of ArcCHECK
phantom in Intensity Modulation Radiosurgery (IMRS) cases and compared the GPR
values. As shown in Figure 1, the results of standard density mode had better GPR for
each energy and planned dose grid which is also in good agreement with Steer et al.
result. Note that 1 mm and 2 mm represent GS; 6 FFF and 10 FFF for 6 MV FFF and 10
MV FFF beam energies, respectively.

Hussein et al. [64] also conducted research on five commercial QA devices and
analyzed the effect of detector resolution on γ. They concluded that different combi-
nations of QA devices and software exhibit varying level of agreement for the same
passing rate.

7. Modulation indices

Modern treatment techniques, such as IMRT and VMAT, have enabled the escala-
tion of target dose with fewer side effects to the surrounding OARs by modulation of
the treatment plans to achieve the desired dose distribution. In IMRT, MLCs are
moving during treatment, thereby delivering a radiation field with a non-uniform
intensity while in VMAT technique, in addition to MLC motions, gantry speed and
dose rate are also variable when the radiation beam is continuously on. For patients’
protection and safety, pretreatment dosimetric verification is done to provide
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sufficient data on the safety and reliability of treatment plans and delivery, even
though performing pretreatment dosimetric verification is considered an additional
workload. Therefore, a retrospective analysis of which parameter (leaf travel, beam
aperture and shapes, control point angular separation, dose rate, and gantry varia-
tions) can affect the ability of the TPS to calculate a dose may provide important
information on the limits of TPSs for IMRT/VMAT plans. The difference between
calculated and measured dose distribution may be affected by the accuracy of the TPS
calculation and the delivery accuracy. Discriminating between the two causes of
errors is not an easy task. Furthermore, the delivery accuracy of IMRT/VMAT plans
can be predicted by the score of plan modulation complexity [65]. For this purpose,
many authors introduced or evaluated different Modulation Indices (MI)/parameters
to find a correlation between plan complexity and GPR.

Nicolini et al. [66] studied the effect of gantry speed (deg/s) and dose rate
(MU/min) on the quality of VMAT plans and showed using a higher dose rate
improves plan quality and reduces delivery time. They also used dynamic log files
generated by linac controllers to evaluate the delivery accuracy of plans and found out
accuracy slightly improved in delivery when using a low dose rate. Wu et al. [67]
analyzed the results of dose verification of 924 patients including the relationship
between gamma pass rates and the location of lesions, the total number of monitor
units, and the maximum area of the collective dose. They observed a correlation
between the treatment site and GPR plus a strong negative correlation between total
MUs and GPR that indicates increasing MU results in lower GPR. Moreover, a weak
negative correlation between the largest area of the acquisition dose and GPR was
reported [67]. McNiven et al. [68] proposed Modulation Complexity Score (MCS) for
step-and-shoot IMRT. This score is contribution of variability in the shape of seg-
ments and variations in their area. The range of MCS is from 0 to 1. The lower value of
the MCS means higher complexity. This metric provides more information about the
plan quality than simple metrics such as total MUs and number of segments, but no
correlation was observed between GPR and MCS which is in a good agreement with
other research [69, 70]. This index was later adapted by Masi et al. [65]for VMAT
plans by substituting control points for segments and called it (MCSv). Also, Masi
et al. introduced Leaf Travel (LT) as the average distance that MLC is traveling over
one arc in VMAT and LTMCS index which takes into account both LT and MCSv and
has a range between 0 and 1. Zero shows a higher degree of modulation and leaf
motion. They reported a moderate correlation between LT, MCSv, LTMCS, and GPR

Figure 1.
Comparisons of standard density vs. high-density modes between different planned grid sizes and energy. (reprinted
from Salari, et al., “evaluation of parameters affecting gamma passing rate in patient-specific QA’s for multiple
brain lesions IMRS treatments using Ray-Station treatment planning system. In print: J Appl Clin med Phys.
2021).
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and a weak correlation between MU and GPR. Hernandez et al. [71] modified LT for
multiple arcs or partial arc by dividing LT over arc length (LT/AL). Another index is
Edge Metric (EM) which was defined by Young et al. [72] and it calculates the com-
plexity as the ratio of MLC side length edge to aperture area. The larger EM index
indicates the difference between the positions of adjacent leaves are larger which is
closely related to the tongue-and-groove effect. Du et al. in 2014 [73] introduced
several MIs to evaluate plan complexity such as plan averaged beam area (PA), plan
averaged beam irregularity (PI), plan averaged beam modulation (PM), and plan nor-
malized MU (PMU). PA is the average area of beam apertures; PI indicates the non-
circularity of the shape of aperture and PM describes to what extent a beam is
modulated with multiple smaller apertures. PMU is to compare the total MU among all
plans with different prescription dose levels. According to a number of studies [70, 71,
73] MCS, EM, and PI provide similar information. In 2014, Park et al. [74] defined
MIs, MIa, and MItotal which MItotal unlike previous metrics include both gantry speed
and dose rate variations besides MLC motions to quantify the total delivery complex-
ity for VMAT plans. MIs which evaluate MLC speed was originally introduced by
Webb [75] to evaluate the modulation degree of IMRT and were modified by Park
et al. for VMAT treatment plans and MIa evaluates both speed and acceleration of
MLCs. They also studied the MCSv and LTMCS and did not see correlations as high as
those found in a previous study (Masi et al) to the pre-treatment VMAT QA results.

In summary, various studies were conducted in this area and revealed different
results regarding the correlation between plan complexity indices and QA metrics
[65–79]. We believe, these differences may depend on the linac model and its
commissioning plus TPS limitations such as beam model, dose engine, and algorithm
[71, 80, 81].

8. Conclusions

As described in this chapter, there are a number of sources which may contribute
and arise different levels of discrepancy between the computed dose by TPS and
measurements. Much effort has been devoted to improve the accuracy of dose calcu-
lation algorithms, computing technology and measurements, and through all these
developments the accuracy of dose calculation and measurements seems close to our
clinical goals. Although, the accuracy of dose calculation in homogenous medium
(e.g., water) does not much rely on the algorithm, in heterogeneous media such as
lungs or bone, the accuracy of calculation depends strongly on the kernels of calcula-
tion algorithms and how well they can simulate the actual scattering of photon and
electrons. As mentioned previously in this chapter and noted by authors in various
literatures, the accuracy of dose calculation algorithms is rated as principle-based
algorithms such as Monte Carlo, and the linear Boltzmann transport as the most
accurate, followed by model-based algorithms such as CCC, AAA, and PBC in that
order for accuracy; and correction-based algorithms. Another important item to be
considered is the beam modeling which will directly affect the accuracy of dose
calculation where each TPS has its own features to model beams. Therefore, following
the beam data measurements, commissioning of the modeled beams becomes a nec-
essary step typically achieved through end-to-end testing. This is to verify dose dis-
tribution and accurate computation under different clinical conditions before any
clinical use. Moreover, it is important to understand the response and limitations of
each equipment used along with gamma index analysis due to different combinations
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of QA devices and software packages, which may result in varying levels of agreement
with the predicted gamma analysis for the same pass-rate criteria. Various reasons
result in different correlations between GPR and complexity metrics, hence, these
correlations are not generic and should be defined for each TPS.
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